
 

 

 

 

 

OUR VISION 
 

Traditional finance doesn’t work. For too long it’s been 

serving the wealthy suits while erecting barriers of entry 

for everyone else. They own the data, restrict the tools, and 

change the rules to always be in their favor. It’s time to not 

only give that power back to the people, but to create 



 

 

even more powerful tools that the old cumbersome 

system could never dream of. 

 

At LAIKA INU FINANCE, we’re building a community 

composed of brilliant minds all seeking control of their 

own finances and building a new system that works for 

everyone. Synthetic assets allow us to create financial 

instruments and markets never seen before. If the data 

exists, so too can a marketplace for it - the possibilities 

are endless. 

 

It all comes down to data. Most people aren’t aware that 

financial data is what makes institutions so powerful and 

why you can’t do what they do. This is why synthetics will 

matter. If you can get liquidity in any discrete quantifiable 

event, what have you created? The world’s most accurate 

financial data system. Financial data is used within 

insurance, lending, hedge funds, risk mitigation, banking, 

yield, mortgages, credit scores, etc. 

 



 

 

Incentivised synthetics allow you to start building an open 

financial data market. Once you have synthetics, you own 

the financial data stream to anything because you can 

incentivise liquidity to make it more accurate. With this 

financial data stream you can start any DeFi business you 

want on top of it, or package and sell the data for others 

to build on. You become the foundation for the future of 

finance. 

 

OUR ECOSYSTEM 
 

LAIKA INU FINANCE aims to build an efficient, circular 

ecosystem that brings together the best resources-from 

mainstream financial products to breakthrough 

technology applications-to maximize value. 

 

Laika Wallet – a personal wallet which has the abilities to 

store all currencies, $LAKA tokens and other 

cryptocurrencies as well. 



 

 

+ The wallet also has the ability to bridge different cross-

chain networks with the lowest transaction fee. 

+ The wallet also has the ability to manage/track 

cryptocurrency/fiat expenses.  

 

Laika Launchpad – an incubator for potential projects with 

real user cases. All these projects are checked and 

moderated by the Laika Inu Finance Team comprised of 

developers and individuals with more than 10 years of 

experience in the world of cryptocurrency, payment 

gateways and startups. There is a guarantee that no 

scam projects will be released on the Laika Launchpad. 

 

LaikaNFT Marketplace – a high-valued digital asset 

exchange which has daily aunctions (NFT proucts) 

integrated with LaikaWallet where you can own any digital 

asset with just a click of a mouse. LaikaWallet will be built 

with the ability to hold the collectibles. 

 

 



 

 

Laika Auto Staking – When an investor stakes a Token and 

staking the pool, it is the easiest method to do, in a 

decentralized world. 

There is very sufficient energy consumption and stumpy 

probabilities of risks while staking than any crypto mining. 

Laika Auto Staking is here for you. 

 

 

Laika Lottery - It’s easy, fair, and you can enter as often as 

you like as long as you have the $LAKA to buy a ticket. 

The Laika Lottery is a game of chance in which winners 

are selected randomly. Our lottery allows every user who 

bought at least one lottery ticket to get rewarded with 

huge $LAKA prizes. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HOW TO BUY ? 
Buying $LAKA is easy 

🔥 Download the Metamask or Trust Wallet and create a 

wallet. Then proceed to fund your wallet with BNB. Make 

sure you have enough for gas fees. 

🔥 Open your Metamask Wallet or Trust Wallet 

🔥 Go to DApps 

🔥 Copy this link  https://laikainu.io/ 

🔥 Paste into your Apps search bar 

🔥 Select Binance Smart Chain Network 

🔥 Enter the amount of BNB you want to pay 

🔥 Click Buy and Connect your wallet 

 

 

 

 

 


